CHURCHILL FELLOWSHIP

The Winston Churchill Memorial Trust provides an opportunity for Australians to conduct research in a field that is not readily available in Australia. It aims to reward proven achievement of talented Australians with further opportunity in their pursuit of excellence for the enrichment of Australian society.

In July 2013, Priscilla was awarded the prestigious Churchill Fellowship for her proposal to research the factors which make non-profit racism prevention initiatives effective.

ORGANISATIONS CONSULTED FOR THE RESEARCH:

- France
  - LICRA
  - Café Sabel
  - Les Indigènes
- Poland
  - Miedzy
  - Nigde
  - Wycoj
- United Kingdom
  - Show Racism The Red Card
  - Race Equality Foundation
  - Runnymede Trust
  - Recor Ra
  - REWIND
- USA
  - AdColor
  - Race Forward
  - Antiracist Alliance
  - Racism Review
  - Southern Poverty Law Center
- Belgium
  - MRAR
  - Kit Kat
  - Hand In Hand

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS

1+2=

TEACH TEACHERS

ENCOURAGE REPORTING OF RACISM

MAINTAIN A FOCUS ON THE FAR-RIGHT, AND FAR-RIGHT EXTREMISTS

WHAT COULD YOU DO?

JOURNALISTS: focus your reporting on why racism happens and exploring potential solutions to creating racial justice.

GOVERNMENTAL AND PHILANTHROPIC FUNDERS: create grants specifically for racial equality work.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVISTS: approach antiracism actions in a non-violent manner and keep the conversation about racism constructive.